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Abstract

In automated negotiation systems consisting of self�interested agents�

contracts have traditionally been binding� Such contracts do not al�

low agents to e�ciently accommodate future events� Game theory has

proposed contingency contracts to solve this problem� Among com�

putational agents� contingency contracts are often impractical due to

large numbers of interdependent and unanticipated future events to be

conditioned on� and because some events are not mutually observable�

This paper proposes a leveled commitment contracting protocol that

allows self�interested agents to e�ciently accommodate future events

by having the possibility of unilaterally decommitting from a contract

based on local reasoning� A decommitment penalty is assigned to both

agents in a contract� to be freed from the obligations of the contract�

an agent only pays this penalty to the other party� It is shown through

formal analysis of multiple contracting settings that this leveled com�

mitment feature in a contracting protocol increases Pareto e�ciency

of deals and can make contracts individually rational when no full

commitment contract can� This advantage holds even if the agents

decommit manipulatively��
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� Introduction

The importance of automated negotiation systems is likely to increase 
	���
One reason is the growth of a fast and inexpensive standardized communica�
tion infrastructure EDI� NII� KQML 
��� Telescript 
�� etc��� over which sepa�
rately designed agents belonging to di�erent organizations can interact in an
open environment in real�time� and safely carry out transactions 
�� ��� 	�� ���
Secondly� there is an industrial trend towards agile enterprises� small� orga�
nizational overhead avoiding enterprises that form short term alliances to
be able to respond to larger and more diverse orders than they individually
could� Such ventures can take advantage of economies of scale when they are
available� but do not su�er from diseconomies of scale�

In multiagent systems consisting of self�interested agents� contracts have
traditionally been binding 
	�� 	�� ��� Once an agent agrees to a contract� it
has to follow through with it no matter how future events unravel� Although
a contract may be pro�table to an agent when viewed ex ante� it need not be
pro�table when viewed after some future events have occurred� i�e� ex post�
Similarly� a contract may have too low expected payo� ex ante� but in some
realizations of the future events� the same contract may be desirable when
viewed ex post� Normal full commitment contracts are unable to e�ciently
take advantage of the possibilities that such probabilistically known future
events provide�

On the other hand� many multiagent systems consisting of cooperative
agents incorporate some form of decommitment possibility in order to al�
low the agents to accommodate new events� For example� in the original
Contract Net Protocol 
���� the agent that had contracted out a task could
send a termination message to cancel the contract even when the contractee
had already partially ful�lled the contract� This was possible� because the
agents were not self�interested� the contractee did not mind losing part of
its e�ort without a monetary compensation� Similarly� the role of decom�
mitment possibilities among cooperative agents has been studied in meeting
scheduling using a contracting approach 
��� and in cooperative coordination
protocols 
��� Again� the agents did not require a monetary compensation for
their e�orts� an agent agreed to cancel a contract merely based on the fact
that some other agent wanted to decommit� This research was descriptive�
what will happen if agents use certain externally speci�ed strategies�

Multiagent systems consisting of self�interested agents require that we
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consider the case where agents choose their own strategies and do not nec�
essarily follow externally speci�ed ones� Thus the interaction protocols need
to be considered from a normative perspective� given a protocol� what is the
best strategy from a self�interested viewpoint that each agent should and
thus will� choose� and then what are the social outcomes�

Some normative research in game theory has focused on utilizing the
potential provided by probabilistically known future events by contingency
contracts among self�interested agents 
	��� The obligations of the contract
are made contingent on future events� There are games in which this method
provides an expected payo� increase to both parties of the contract compared
to any full commitment contract� Also� some deals are enabled by contin�
gency contracts in the sense that there is no full commitment contract that
both agents prefer over their corresponding fall�back positions� but there is
a contingency contract that each agent prefers over its fall�back�

There are at least three problems regarding the use of contingency con�
tracts in automated negotiation among self�interested agents� Though use�
ful in anticipating a small number of key events� contingency contracts get
cumbersome as the number of relevant events to monitor from the future in�
creases� In the limit� all domain events changes in the domain problem� e�g�
new tasks arriving or resources breaking down� and all negotiation events
contracts from other negotiations� can a�ect the value of the obligations of
the original contract� and should therefore be conditioned on� Furthermore�
these future events may not only a�ect the value of the original contract inde�
pendently� the value of the original contract may depend on combinations of
the future events 
��� 	�� 	��� Thus there is a potential combinatorial explo�
sion of events to be conditioned on� Secondly� even if it were feasible to use
such cumbersome contingency contracts among the computerized agents� it is
often impossible to enumerate all possible relevant future events in advance�
The third problem is that of verifying the unraveling of the events� Some�
times an event is only observable by one of the agents� This agent may have
an incentive to lie to the other party of the contract about the event in case
the event is associated with an unadvantageous contingency to the directly
observing agent� Thus� to be viable� contingency contracts would require an
event veri�cation mechanism that is not manipulable and not prohibitively
complicated�

We propose another method for taking advantage of the possibilities pro�
vided by probabilistically known future events in a contracting setting with
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self�interested agents� Instead of conditioning the contract on future events�
a mechanism is built into the contract that allows unilateral decommitting at
any point in time� This is achieved by specifying in the contract decommit�
ment penalties� one for each agent� If an agent wants to decommit�i�e� to be
freed from the obligations of the contract�it can do so simply by paying the
decommitment penalty to the other party� We will call such contracts leveled
commitment contracts because the decommitment penalties can be used to
choose a level of commitment� The method requires no explicit conditioning
on future events� each agent can do its own conditioning dynamically� There�
fore no event veri�cation mechanism is required either� This paper presents a
formal justi�cation for adding this decommitment feature into a contracting
protocol� In 
��� we presented an example protocol that uses this feature�

Principles for assessing decommitment penalties have been studied in
law 
	� 	��� but the purpose has been to assess a penalty on the agent that
has breached the contract after the breach has occurred� Similarly� penalty
clauses for partial failure such as not meeting a deadline� are commonly
used in contracts� but the purpose is usually to motivate the agents to follow
the contract� To our knowledge� the possibility of explicitly allowing decom�
mitment from the whole contract for a predetermined price has not been
studied as an active method for utilizing the potential provided by an uncer�
tain future� Somewhat unintuitively� it turns out that the mere existence of
a decommitment possibility in a contract can increase each agent�s expected
payo��

To discuss these issues more speci�cally� some concepts from microeco�
nomics are introduced� First� social welfare measures the sum of the agents�
payo�s 
�� ��� It is a measure of how good the payo�s are to the society
of agents� it does not measure distribution aspects� Pareto e�ciency mea�
sures both the societal goodness of a solution and distribution aspects 
�� ���
A vector of payo�s to the agents Pareto dominates another vector if each
agent�s payo� in the �rst vector is no less than in the second� and there ex�
ists an agent whose payo� in the �rst vector is greater than in the second�
Social welfare and Pareto e�ciency can be measured either ex ante as ex�
pected values or ex post as the realizations� Third� the strategies mappings
from observed history of the game to actions� Sa of the contractor and Sb of
the contractee are in Nash equilibrium if Sa is a best expected payo� max�
imizing� response to Sb� and Sb is a best response to Sa 
	�� �� ��� Finally�
an agent�s strategy is a dominant strategy if it is the best response to any
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strategy that the other agent can choose 
�� ���
We will analyze the contracting situation from the perspective of two

agents� the contractor who pays to get a task done� and the contractee
who gets paid for handling the task�� The contractor tries to minimize the
contract price � that it has to pay in the contract� The contractee tries to
maximize the payo� � that it receives from the contractor� Outside o�ers
from third parties will be explicitly discussed� The contracting setting con�
sists of two games� First� the contracting game involves the agents choosing
a contract or no contract� i�e� the null deal� before any future events have
unraveled� Secondly� the decommitting game involves the agents deciding on
whether to decommit or to carry out the obligations of the contract�after
the future events have unraveled� The decommitment game is a subgame
of the contracting game� the expected outcomes of the decommitting game
a�ect the agents� preferences over contracts in the contracting game� The
decommitting game will be analyzed using the Nash equilibrium and the
dominant strategy concepts� The contracting game will be analyzed with
respect to individual rationality IR�� is the contract better for an agent than
the null deal� Often there is either no contract that is IR for both agents
or then there are many such contracts� When there are many IR contracts
to choose from� there are in�nitely many Nash equilibria in the contracting
game� If the contractor�s strategy is to o�er a contract for price � and no
more and that contract is IR for both agents�� the contractee�s best response
is to take the o�er as opposed to the null deal� Now the contractor�s best
response to this is to o�er � and no more� Thus� a Nash equilibrium exists for
any � that de�nes a contract that is IR for both agents� Actually� axiomatic
bargaining theory 
		� 	�� 	�� studies the question of choosing among these IR
contracts by asserting desirable properties that the chosen contract should
ful�ll compared to the other contracts�

In Sections � and � we analyze the advantage of the leveled commitment
contracting protocol compared to the full commitment one using di�erent
contracting settings� These sections and their subsections are ordered so
that simpler settings precede the more complex ones� Section � describes
settings where only one agent�s future involves uncertainty� while Section �
describes settings where both agents� futures involve uncertainty� The sym�
bols used in the upcoming sections are summarized in Table 	� In Section �
some practical prescriptions are given to builders of automated negotiation
systems� Section � concludes and presents future research directions�
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� Contract price�
a � � Contractor�s decommitment penalty�
b � � Contractee�s decommitment penalty�
�a Price of the contractor�s best� full commitment outside o�er�
�b Price of the contractee�s best� full commitment outside o�er�

f�a� Ex ante probability density function of �a�

g�b� Ex ante probability density function of �b�
pa Probability that the contractor decommits�
pb Probability that the contractee decommits�
�b Contractee�s fall�back� i�e� payo� that it gets if no contract is made�
B Big positive number�

Table 	� Symbols used in the analysis of the leveled commitment protocol
in the example contracting settings� We restrict our analysis to contracts
where a � � and b � �� i�e� we rule out contracts that specify that the
decommitting agent receives a payment �for decommitting� from the victim
of the decommitment�

� Uncertainty about one agent�s outside o�er

This section presents games where one agent�s outside o�er is �xed and known
to both agents at contract time but uncertainty prevails about the price of
the other agent�s outside o�er� Let the contractee have the deterministi�
cally known outside o�er �b� Let the contractor�s best� outside o�er be only
known probabilistically by the agents via a probability density function f�a��
In case the contractor receives no outside o�er� �a is the best of its outstand�
ing outside o�ers and its fall�back payo�� The case where the contractor�s
outside o�er is deterministically known but the contractee�s outside o�er is
only probabilistically known is analogous� The contract is made when the
contractee�s outside o�er is known but the contractor�s is not� On the other
hand� the decommitting game takes place when the contractor has found out
the value of �a� We assume that at this point the contractee does not know the
contractor�s outside o�er �a� This seems realistic in automated contracting
systems� Now there are two cases depending on whether the contractee�s out�
side o�er stays valid up to the point when the contractor �nds out about its
outside o�er�i�e� up to when the contractor decides between decommitting
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and following through with the obligations of the contract�

��� The deterministic o�er prevails �DOP�

In this case� the contractee�s outside o�er stays valid up to the point when
the contractor �nds out about its outside o�er� So if the contractor decides
to decommit� the contractee can still accept the outside o�er� We will call
this situation the DOP game� Figure 	�

-a, b
∪ ∪

No contract made,
i.e. null contract

Full 
commitment 
contract

Leveled
commitment
contract

-ρF, ρF

Contractee
decommits Contractor

does not decommit
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game Decommitting

game -a-a+b, b -b+a
∪

(or  -a, b )
∪

-a+b, b -b
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-a-a, b+a
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∪
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does not
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∪

∪

∪

∪

Figure 	� The Deterministic O�er Prevails �DOP� game� If the contractor
decommits� the contractee can still accept the outside o�er� In the �gure� the
contractor	s payo� is listed before the contractee	s� The bold solid lines show
choices that may actually occur in any subgame� The bold dashed line repre

sents the contractee	s information set� it does not know �a in the decommitting
game� The thin dashed lines represent the alternative situation where both
agents reveal decommitment simultaneously� when deciding on decommitting�
the contractor has not observed whether the contractee decommitted�

In a sequential decommitting DOP game where the contractee reveals
decommitment �rst Figure 	�� because the contractee gains no information
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between the beginning of the contracting game and the decommitting game�
it will not �nd decommitting bene�cial for any b � �� if it found the original
contract bene�cial better than its outside o�er �b� and thus agreed to it� This
holds even for a game where the agents reveal decommitting simultaneously
as opposed to contractee �rst this game is depicted by the information sets
denoted by thin dashed lines in Figure 	�� Even in a sequential decommit�
ting game where the contractor moves �rst� the contractee will not want to
decommit� If the contractor decommits� the contractee can save its decom�
mitment penalty by not declaring decommitment and the contract becomes
void anyway� If the contractor does not decommit� the contractee is moti�
vated to abide to the contract because�by the very fact that the contractee
accepted the contract�its outstanding outside o�er is worth less than the
contract� i�e� �b � �� Even if a protocol is used that speci�es that neither
agent has to pay the decommitment penalty if both decommit payo�s in
parentheses in Figure 	�� the contractee wants to decommit in none of the
three cases above�

Thus the only agent to possibly make a move in the decommitting game
is the contractor� In any one of the above three settings� the contractor
can reason that the contractee will not decommit� Therefore the three cases
become equivalent� This holds for the protocol that speci�es that both have
to pay if both decommit and for the protocol that speci�es that neither has
to pay if both decommit�

The contractor�s cost is � if it does not decommit� and �a� a if it does� In
other words the contractor�s payo� is �� or ��a�a� Therefore� the contractor
will decommit if �a � a � �� Thus the probability that the contractor will
decommit is

pa �
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a

The contractee�s individual rationality IR� constraint states that the con�
tract has to have higher expected payo� than the �xed outside o�er�

�b � 
	� pa��� pa
�b� a�

The contractor can choose�ex post�whether it wants to decommit or stay
with the contract� Therefore the contractor�s ex ante IR constraint is based
on the idea that E
��a� � E
max
��a� a������Z

�

��

f�a�
��a�d�a �
Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a
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Now that the game has been speci�ed� the advantages of a leveled com�
mitment contract can be analyzed� Obviously in this game the full commit�
ment contracts are a subset of leveled commitment ones because a leveled
commitment contract can emulate a full commitment one by choosing a high
decommitment penalty a � B that motivates the contractor to surely not
decommit assuming that �a is bounded from below�� Therefore� for any
full commitment contract� there exists a leveled commitment contract that
has no worse payo� to either agent� Furthermore� the following two theorems
state the strict superiority of leveled commitment contracts over full commit�
ment ones in this game� The �rst theorem states that in some DOP games
the agents can not make a bene�cial contract under the full commitment
protocol� but can under the leveled commitment one�

Theorem ��� Enabling in a DOP game� There are DOP games �de

�ned by �b and f�a�� where no full commitment contract satis�es both IR
constraints but where a leveled commitment contract satis�es both IR con

straints�

Proof� Example� Let �b � �� and let f�a� �

�
���	 if � � �a � 	��
� otherwise

� Now

there exists no full commitment contract F that satis�es both IR constraints
because that would require �b � �F � E
�a� which is impossible because
�� � �b � E
�a� � ��� Let us analyze a leveled commitment contract where
� � ��� a � 	�� and b � ��� The contractor�s IR constraint is satis�ed�

Z
�

��

f�a�
��a�d�a �
Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a

�
Z ���

�
f�a�
��a�d�a �

Z �����

�
f�a�
��a� 	��d�a�

Z ���

�����
f�a�
����d�a

� ��� � �	���� ��

Now� pa �
R ��a
��

f�a�d�a �
R �����
� f�a�d�a � ���� Thus the contractee�s IR

constraint is also satis�ed�

�b � 
	� pa��� pa
�b� a�
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� �� � 
	� ������ � ���
�� � 	��

� �� � ����

�

The next theorem states that even if both protocols would allow a bene�
�cial contract� the leveled commitment protocol may allow higher expected
payo�s for both agents than the full commitment protocol� This holds as
long as there is some chance that the contractor�s outside o�er will be lower
than the contractee�s�

Theorem ��� Pareto e�ciency improvement in a DOP game� Let
F be an arbitrary full commitment contract �aF � B� that satis�es both IR
constraints� i�e� �b � �F � E
�a�� If ��a � �b s�t� f�a� �� � �i�e� f�a� extends
below �b�� then there exists a leveled commitment contract that increases the
contractor	s payo� and the contractee	s payo� �and thus also satis�es the IR
constraints��

Proof� Under F � the contractor�s payo� is ��F � and the contractee�s �F �
Now we construct a leveled commitment contract L de�ned by �� a� and b�
Let a � �F � �b� and b � ��� Choose � � �F � � for some � � �� Now the
contractee�s expected payo� has increased because the contractee will get
�b � a � �F at worst and there is a nonzero probability that the contractee
will get � � �F � The contractor�s payo� has increased byZ ��a

��

f�a�
��a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a�

Z
�

��

f�a�
��F �d�a

�
Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� �F �d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
��� �F �d�a

�
Z ���b

��

f�a�
��a� �F �d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a

Case �� �b � �F � Now�Z ���b

��

f�a�
��a� �F �d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a
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�
Z �F

��

f�a�
��a� �F� �z �
��

�d�a

� �z �
��

�
Z �F��

�F

f�a�
��a� �F �d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a

Now � � � can be chosen small enough so that this expression is positive�
Case �� �b � �F � Now let � � �F � �b� Thus�

Z ���b

��

f�a�
��a� �F �d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a

� c�
Z
�

��a
f�a��d�a

where c � �� Now � � � can be chosen small enough so that this expression
is positive� �

It follows that under the conditions of the theorem� no full commitment
contract is Pareto e�cient�

����� E�ect of biased asymmetric information in DOP games

The following theorem shows the desirable property that an agent cannot
be hurt by its negotiation partner�s biased beliefs in a DOP game� For any
speci�c contract� an agent with precise information has an expected payo�
of what it thinks it has independent of the other agents reasoning process or
information sources� Thus an agent need not counterspeculate its negotiation
partner�s beliefs� In the theorem� let fa�a� be the contractor�s belief of f�a��
and let fb�a� be the contractee�s belief of f�a��

Theorem ��� Contract payo� una�ected by other agent�s beliefs

in a DOP game� Say that one agent	s information is unbiased� i�e� either
fa�a� � f�a� or fb�a� � f�a�� Now that agent	s expected payo�s for contracts
are una�ected by the possible biases of the other agent	s information� Thus
the former agent	s preference ordering over contracts is una�ected�

Proof� Say the contractor�s information is unbiased� i�e� fa�a� � f�a�� The
contractor�s expected payo� for not accepting either contract is

R
�

��
fa�a�
��a�d�a�

The contractor�s payo� for the full commitment contract is ��F � and its ex�
pected payo� for the leveled commitment contract is

R ��a
��

fa�a�
��a� a�d�a�R
�

��a fa�a�
���d�a� None of these depend on the contractee�s information�

		



Now say the contractee�s information is unbiased� i�e� fb�a� � f�a�� The
contractee�s payo� for not accepting either contract is �b� Its payo� for the full
commitment contract is �F � and its expected payo� for the leveled commit�
ment contract is 
	�pa���pa
�b�a� � 
	�

R ��a
��

fb�a�d�a����
R ��a
��

fb�a�d�a�
�b�
a�� None of these depend on the contractor�s information� �

��� The certain o�er becomes void �COBV�

This section discusses the setting where the contractee has a �xed outside
o�er �b� but this o�er has to be accepted before the contractor �nds out
the price of its best� outside o�er �a in case the contractor receives no
outside o�er� �a is its fall�back payo��� Otherwise the �b�o�er becomes void�
Thus� to agree to the contract� the contractee has to have a higher expected
payo� when passing on the �b�o�er and agreeing to the risky contract than
by accepting the �b�o�er� If the contract is made� decommit happens�if at
all�when the contractor�s outside o�er is valid and known to the contractor
but not to the contractee� but the contractee�s is not anymore� In this case
the contractee gets its fall�back payo� �b plus the contractor�s decommitment
penalty payment a� The fall�back �b can be interpreted for example as the
contractee�s second best outside o�er best that is still available� or�in case
no outside o�ers are outstanding�as the contractee�s payo� without any
contracts� We will call the setting the COBV game� Figure ��

In a sequential decommitting COBV game where the contractee reveals
decommitment �rst Figure ��� because the contractee gains no information
between the beginning of the contracting game and the decommitting game�
it will not �nd decommitting bene�cial for any b � �� if it found the original
contract bene�cial better than its outside o�er �b� and thus agreed to it� This
holds even for a game where the agents reveal decommitting simultaneously
as opposed to contractee �rst this game is depicted by the information sets
denoted by thin dashed lines in Figure ��� Even in a sequential decommit�
ting game where the contractor moves �rst� the contractee will not want to
decommit� If the contractor decommits� the contractee can save its decom�
mitment penalty by not declaring decommitment and the contract becomes
void anyway� If the contractor does not decommit� the contractee is moti�
vated to abide to the contract because�by the very fact that the contractee
accepted the contract�its fall�back payo� is worth less than the contract�
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Figure �� The �Certain O�er Becomes Void �COBV� game� If at all� the
contractee	s outside o�er �b has to be accepted before the contractor	s outside
o�er �a becomes known� The bold solid lines show choices that may actually
occur in any subgame� The bold dashed line represents the contractee	s infor

mation set� it does not know �a in the decommitting game� The thin dashed
lines represent the alternative situation where both agents reveal decommit

ment simultaneously� when deciding on decommitting� the contractor has not
observed whether the contractee decommitted�

i�e� �b � �� Even if a protocol is used that speci�es that neither agent has
to pay the decommitment penalty if both decommit payo�s in parentheses
in Figure ��� the contractee wants to decommit in none of the three cases
above�

Thus the only agent to possibly make a move in the decommitting game
is the contractor� In any one of the above three settings� the contractor
can reason that the contractee will not decommit� Therefore the three cases
become equivalent� This holds for the protocol that speci�es that both have
to pay if both decommit and for the protocol that speci�es that neither has
to pay if both decommit�
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The contractor�s cost is � if it does not decommit� and �a � a if it does�
Therefore� the contractor will decommit if �a� a � �� Thus�

pa �
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a

The contractee�s IR constraint is

�b � 
	� pa��� pa
�b� a�

where �b is the contractee�s fall�back position� i�e� the payo� it gets if it does
not get its outside o�er �b or the contract with the contractor� Note that
if �b � �b� this situation reduces to a DOP game Section ��	�� and thus the
DOP results in favor of leveled commitment hold� Naturally they also hold
if �b � �b because this can only make the risky leveled commitment contract
more desirable to the contractee�without a�ecting the desirability to the
contractor�

The contractor�s IR constraint is based on the idea that ex post� the
contractor can choose whether it wants to decommit or stay with the con�
tract� Ex post� the contractor �nds the contract individually rational if
��a � max
��a� a����� �a � �� Thus the ex ante� IR constraint isZ

�

��

f�a�
��a�d�a �
Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a

Full commitment contracts are a subset of leveled commitment ones be�
cause the contractor�s decommitment penalty can be chosen so high a � B�
that the contractor will surely not decommit assuming that �a is bounded
from below�� As discussed earlier� the contractee will not decommit either for
any b � �� Thus� the class of leveled commitment contracts is no worse than
the class of full commitment ones� Although there are games where a leveled
commitment contract is Pareto superior to any full commitment contract if
the contractee�s fall�back is su�ciently high a COBV game reduces to a
DOP game if �b � �b�� the following two theorems show that if the contractee�s
fall�back is too low� leveled commitment contracts are not helpful in COBV
games�

Theorem ��� No enabling in a COBV game� Let us restrict to COBV

games where �b �

R ��a

��

f��a��ad�aR ��a

��

f��a�d�a
� In such a game �de�ned by �b� f�a�� and �b�� if no

	�



full commitment contract satis�es the IR constraints� no leveled commitment
contract satis�es them either�

Proof� For a full commitment contract F � �b � �F � E
�a�� No such F exists
i� �b � E
�a�� Now say that �b � E
�a�� and assume�for contradiction�that
some leveled commitment contract L de�ned by �� a� and b satis�es both IR
constraints� Thus�


	� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a���� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a�
�b� a� � �b

� E
�a� �
Z ��a

��

f�a�
�a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a��d�a

� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a�
�b� a� �
Z ��a

��

f�a�
�a� a�d�a

� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a��b �
Z ��a

��

f�a��ad�a

� �b �

R ��a
��

f�a��ad�aR ��a
��

f�a�d�a
� �b

Contradiction� Thus no such contract L satis�es both IR constraints� �

The constraint �b �

R ��a

��

f��a��ad�aR ��a

��

f��a�d�a
is satis�ed for example if ��a � �� f�a� � ��

and �b � �� This means that the contractor�s outside o�er will require some
nonnegative payment to do the contractor�s task� and that the contractee
has a nonpositive fall�back� The former requirement does not seem very
restrictive� but the latter does� Thus these two theorems with negative results
have limited scope�

Theorem ��	 No Pareto e�ciency improvement in a COBV game�

Let us restrict to COBV games where �b �

R ��a

��

f��a��ad�aR ��a

��

f��a�d�a
� Let F be an arbitrary

full commitment contract �aF � B� that satis�es both IR constraints� i�e�
�b � �F � E
�a�� Now there exists no leveled commitment contract that in

creases �over F � at least one agent	s expected payo� without decreasing the
other agent	s expected payo��

Proof� Under F � the contractor�s payo� is ��F and the contractee�s �F �
Assume�for contradiction�that there exists a leveled commitment contract
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L de�ned by �� a� and b� that increases at least one of these payo�s while
not decreasing the other� i�e�

Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a � ��F

and 
	� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a���� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a�
�b� a� � �F

and at least one of the above inequalities is strict�

�
Z ��a

��

f�a�
�a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a��d�a

� 
	� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a���� 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a�
�b� a�

�
Z ��a

��

f�a��ad�a � 
Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a��b

�

R ��a
��

f�a��ad�aR ��a
��

f�a�d�a
� �b

� �b � �b

Contradiction� Thus no such L exists� �

����� E�ect of biased asymmetric information in COBV games

This section discusses COBV games where the agents� beliefs di�er� Specif�
ically� let fa�a� be the contractor�s belief of f�a�� and let fb�a� be the con�
tractee�s belief of f�a�� and let everything else be common knowledge� Now
the contractee�s perceived individual rationality PIR� constraint is

�b � 
	� 
Z ��a

��

fb�a�d�a���� 
Z ��a

��

fb�a�d�a�
�b� a�

Similarly� the contractor�s PIR constraint is

Z
�

��

fa�a�
��a�d�a �
Z ��a

��

fa�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
fa�a�
���d�a

The following theorem shows that even though no contract is bene�cial to
the agents� and no full commitment contract seems bene�cial� both agents
may perceive that some leveled commitment contract is bene�cial�
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Theorem ��
 Perceived enabling in a COBV game� There are games
�de�ned by f�a�� fa�a�� fb�a�� �b� and �b� where no full commitment contract
satis�es both IR constraints� no leveled commitment contract satis�es both
IR constraints� no full commitment contract satis�es both PIR constraints�
but some leveled commitment contract satis�es both PIR constraints�

Proof� A full commitment contract aF � B� can satisfy the IR constraints

i�
R
�

��
fa�a��ad�a � �b� Now say that f�a� � fa�a� �

�
���	 if � � �a � 	��
� otherwise

and �b � ��� i�e� no full commitment contract satis�es both IR constraints�
Now let �b � �� It follows by Theorem ��� that no leveled commitment
contract satis�es both IR constraints� No full commitment contract satis�es
both PIR constraint because it would require �� � �b � �F � Ea
�a� �
��� Now we show a leveled commitment contract that satis�es both PIR

constraints� Let fb�a� �

�
���	 if �� � �a � 	��
� otherwise

� Now the contractee�s

PIR constraint is

�� � 
	� 
Z ��a

��

fb�a�d�a���� 
Z ��a

��

fb�a�d�a�
� � a�

Substituting � � ��� a � 	� gives

�� � 
	� 
Z �����

��

fb�a�d�a���� � 
Z �����

��

fb�a�d�a�	�� �� � �� � �

The contractor�s PIR constraint is

��� �
Z ��a

��

fa�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
fa�a�
���d�a

and substituting � � ��� a � 	� gives

��� �
Z �����

��

fa�a�
��a� 	��d�a �
Z
�

�����
fa�a�
����d�a� ��� � �	��� � ��

Thus a leveled commitment contract with � � ��� a � 	� satis�es both PIR
constraints� �

So the agents only perceive that this leveled commitment contract sat�
is�es their individual rationality constraints� This is due to the fact that
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fa�a� �� fb�a�� i�e� at least one agent�s estimate of the distribution of the
contractor�s outside o�er is biased� On the other hand� if the contractee�s
fall�back payo� is su�ciently low� both agents know by Theorem ���� that
the contract cannot really be IR for both� Now which agent is going to incur
the loss if the agents agree to the contract that is perceived IR by both�
The following positive result states that an agent with unbiased beliefs has
an expected payo� of what it thinks it has independent of the other agents
beliefs stemming from a reasoning process or information sources�� Thus
the unbiased agent will not enter an unpro�table non�IR� contract due to
the other agent�s biases� It also means that agents need not counterspeculate
their negotiation partner�s beliefs�

Theorem ��� Contract payo� una�ected by other agent�s beliefs

in a COBV game� Say that one agent	s information is unbiased� i�e� ei

ther fa�a� � f�a� or fb�a� � f�a�� Now that agent	s expected payo�s for
contracts are una�ected by the possible biases of the other agent	s informa

tion� Thus the former agent	s preference ordering over contracts and the null
deal is una�ected�

Proof� The contractor�s expected payo� for not accepting either con�
tract is

R
�

��
f�a�
��a�d�a� The contractor�s payo� for the full commitment

contract is ��F � and its expected payo� for the leveled commitment con�
tract is

R ��a
��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
R
�

��a f�a�
���d�a� None of these depend on the
contractee�s information�

The contractee�s payo� for not accepting either contract is �b� Its payo�
for the full commitment contract is �F � and its expected payo� for the leveled
commitment contract is 
	� 

R ��a
��

f�a�d�a���� 
R ��a
��

f�a�d�a�
�b� a�� None of
these depend on the contractor�s information� �

Corollary ��� Perceived IR contracts are IR for the agent with

unbiased information in a COBV game� Say that at most one agent	s
information is biased� i�e� either fa�a� � f�a� or fb�a� � f�a�� Say that the
contract is perceived IR by the agent x for which fx�a� � f�a�� Now� the
contract really is IR for that agent�

Proof� By de�nition� a contract is IR for the contractor if it is preferred
over the null deal� But by Theorem ��� the preference ordering is una�ected
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by the contractee�s information� Similarly� by de�nition� a contract is IR for
the contractee if it is preferred over the null deal� But by Theorem ��� the
preference ordering is not a�ected by the contractor�s information� �

It follows that if a contract is perceived IR by both agents� but really is
not� the contract is really IR for the agent with unbiased beliefs but not for
the agent with biased beliefs about f�a��

� Uncertainty about both agents� outside of�

fers

This section discusses a contracting setting where the future of both agents
involves uncertainty� Speci�cally� both agents�contractor and contractee�
might receive outside o�ers� The contractor�s best� outside o�er �a is only
probabilistically known ex ante� and is characterized by a probability density
function f�a�� If the contractor does not receive an outside o�er� �a corre�
sponds to its best outstanding outside o�er or its fall�back payo�� i�e� payo�
that it receives if no contract is made� The contractee�s best� outside of�
fer �b is also only probabilistically known ex ante� and is characterized by a
probability density function g�b�� If the contractee does not receive an out�
side o�er� �b corresponds to its best outstanding outside o�er or its fall�back
payo�� It is assumed that the variables �a and �b are statistically independent�
The contractor�s options are either to make a contract with the contractee
or to wait for �a� Similarly� the contractee�s options are either to make a
contract with the contractor or to wait for �b� The two agents have many
mutual contracts to choose from� A leveled commitment contract is speci�ed
by the contract price �� the contractor�s decommitment penalty a� and the
contractee�s decommitment penalty b� The agents also have the possibility
to make a full commitment contract� The contractor has to decide on decom�
mitting when it knows its outside o�er �a but does not know the contractee�s
outside o�er �b� This seems realistic from a practical automated contracting
perspective� Similarly� the contractee has to decide on decommitting when
it knows its outside o�er �b but does not know the contractor�s outside o�er
�a�

The DOP game that was discussed in Section ��	 is a special case of this
type of games� In the DOP game� all of the probability mass of g�b� is on one
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value �b� The DOP game is also a special case of the COBV game described in
Section ����when �b � �b� On the other hand� COBV games are not a subset
of this type of games� in COBV games some opportunity outside o�er� may
be missed due to waiting for the unraveling of the new outside o�ers�

We do not assume that the agents decommit truthfully� For example�
an agent may not decommit although its outside o�er is better for itself
than the contract� because the agent believes that there is a high probability
that the opponent is going to decommit� This would save the agent its
decommitment penalty and in fact make the agent receive a decommitment
penalty from the opponent� Games of this type di�er signi�cantly based on
whether the agents decommit sequentially or simultaneously� The next two
sections analyze these cases in detail�

��� Sequential decommitting �SEQD�

In our sequential decommitting SEQD� game� one agent has to declare de�
commitment before the other agent� We will study the case where the con�
tractee has to decommit �rst� The case where the contractor has to decommit
�rst is analogous� The game tree is presented in Figure �� There are two al�
ternative types of leveled commitment contracts that di�er on what happens
if both agents decommit� In the �rst� both agents have to pay the decom�
mitment penalties to each other� if both decommit� In the second� neither
agent has to pay if both decommit�

Let us now analyze the decommitting game using dominance as the so�
lution concept� reasoning about the agents� actions starts from the leaves of
the game tree and proceeds backwards� In the subgame where the contractee
has decommitted� the contractor�s best move is not to decommit because
��a � a� b � ��a� b because a � ��� The same holds even for a contract
that speci�es that neither agent has to pay a decommitment penalty if both
decommit�because ��a � ��a� b� Fig� � parenthesized payo�s�� In the sub�
game where the contractee has not decommitted� the contractor�s best move
is to decommit if ��a� a � ��� This happens with probability

R ��a
��

f�a�d�a�

Put together� the contractee gets payo� �b� b if it decommits� �b� a if it does
not decommit but the contractor does� and � if neither decommits� Thus the
contractee decommits if

�b� b �

Z ��a

��

f�a�d�a
�b� a� �
Z
�

��a
f�a�d�a
��

��



-a, b
∪ ∪

No contract made,
i.e. null contract

Full 
commitment 
contract

Leveled
commitment
contract

-ρF, ρF

Contractee
decommits Contractor

does not decommit

Contracting
game Decommitting

game -a-a+b, b -b+a
∪ ∪

(or  -a, b )
∪ ∪

-a+b, b -b
∪ ∪

-a-a, b+a
∪ ∪

-ρ, ρ

Contractee does
not decommit

Contractor
decommits

Nature
chooses b

∪

Nature
chooses a

∪

Nature
chooses a

∪

Contractor
decommits

Contractor
does not decommit

Figure �� The �Sequential Decommitting �SEQD� game� The game tree
of the �gure represents two alternative protocols �and therefore two di�erent
games�� In the �rst� both agents have to pay the decommitment penalties to
each other if both decommit� In the second� neither agent has to pay if both
decommit� The payo�s of the latter protocol �when di�erent from the other
protocol	s� are in parentheses� The dotted lines represent information sets�
the contractor does not know the contractee	s outside o�er and vice versa�

If
R
�

��a f�a�d�a � �� this is equivalent to �b � a which is false because a and
b are both nonnegative� In other words� if the contractee surely decommits�
the contractor does not� On the other hand� the above is equivalent to

�b � ��
b�

R ��a
��

f�a�d�a
a�R
�

��a f�a�d�a

def
� �b��� a� b� when

Z
�

��a
f�a�d�a � � 	�

Now the contractee�s IR constraint states that the expected payo� from
the contract is no less than the expected payo� from the outside o�er�

�b �
Z
�

�b����a�b�
g�b�
�b� b�d�b

�	



�
Z �b����a�b�

��

g�b�

Z ��a

��

f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a��d�a�d�b

� E
�b� �
Z
�

��

g�b��bd�b ��

Similarly� the contractor�s IR constraint states that the expected payo� from
the contract is no less than the expected payo� from the outside o�er�

�a �
Z
�

�b����a�b�
g�b�

Z
�

��

f�a�
��a� b�d�ad�b

�
Z �b����a�b�

��

g�b�

Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a�d�b

� E
��a� �
Z
�

��

f�a�
��a�d�a ��

Because the contractor can want to decommit only if ��a � a � ��� its
decommitment penalty can be chosen so high a � B� that it will surely
not decommit assuming that �a is bounded from below�� In this case the
contractee will decommit whenever � � �b � b� If �b is bounded from above�
the contractee�s decommitment penalty can be chosen so high b � B� that
it will surely not decommit� Thus� full commitment contracts are a subset of
leveled commitment ones� Note that this reasoning holds for contracts where
both agents have to pay the penalties if both decommit and for contracts
where neither agent has to pay a penalty if both decommit� Because full
commitment contracts are a subset of leveled commitment contracts� the
former can be no better in the sense of Pareto e�ciency or in the social
welfare sense than the latter� In addition to these arguments that state
that leveled commitment contracts are never worse than full commitment
ones� the following theorem states the positive result that in SEQD games�
leveled commitment contracts can enable a deal that is not possible via full
commitment contracts�

Theorem ��� Enabling in a SEQD game� There are SEQD games �de

�ned by f�a� and g�b�� where no full commitment contract satis�es the IR
constraints but where a leveled commitment contract satis�es both IR con

straints�

Proof� Let f�a� �

�
�

���
if � � �a � 	��

� otherwise
and g�b� �

�
�

��� if � � �b � 		�
� otherwise�

Now a full commitment contract F does not satisfy both IR constraints be�
cause that would require E
�b� � �F � E
�a� which is impossible because

��



�� � E
�b� � E
�a� � ��� Let us analyze a leveled commitment contract

where � � ����� a � ��� and b � ��� Now �b��� a� b� � � �
b�
R ��a

��

f��a�d�a�a	R
�

��a
f��a�d�a

�

���� � 
����

����
���

	 ����� The contractor�s IR constraint becomesZ
�

�b����a�b�
g�b�

Z
�

��

f�a�
��a� b�d�ad�b

�
Z �b����a�b�

��

g�b�

Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a�d�b

�
Z
�

��

f�a�
��a�

�
Z ���

�b����a�b�
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
��a� ���d�ad�b

�
Z �b����a�b�

�
g�b�


Z �
�����

�
f�a�
��a� ���d�a�

Z ���

�
�����
f�a�
������d�a�d�b

�
Z ���

�
f�a�
��a�

�
Z ���

�b����a�b�

	

		�

	

	��


�	���


�
� 	�� 
 ���d�b�

Z �b����a�b�

�

	

		�


	

	��


������


�
� ���� 
 ��� �

	

	��

����� 
 	�� � �������d�b

� ���

�
Z ���

�b����a�b�

	���

		�
d�b�

Z �b����a�b�

�
�
��������

		�
d�b � ���

Substituting �b��� a� b� � ���� gives approximately ��������� � ��� for the
above inequality� Thus the contractor�s IR constraint is satis�ed�

The contractee�s IR constraint becomesZ
�

�b����a�b�
g�b�
�b� b�d�b�

Z �b����a�b�

��

g�b�

Z ��a

��

f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a��d�a�d�b

�
Z
�

��

g�b��bd�b

�
Z ���

�b����a�b�

	

		�

�b� ���d�b

�
Z �b����a�b�

�

	

		�


Z �
�����

�

	

	��

�b� ���d�a �

Z ���

�
�����

	

	��
����d�a�d�b � ��

��



�
Z ���

�b����a�b�

	

		�

�b� ���d�b �

Z �b����a�b�

�

	

		�


����

	��

�b� ��� �

����

	��
�����d�b � ��

�
Z ���

�b����a�b�

	

		�

�b� ���d�b �

Z �b����a�b�

�
����	�� �

�����

		�
�bd�b � ��

Substituting �b��� a� b� � ���� gives approximately 	��� � ���� � �� for the
above inequality� Thus the contractee�s IR constraint is satis�ed� �

Actually� in the game of the above proof� both IR constraints are satis�ed
by a wide range of leveled commitment contracts�and for no full commit�
ment contract� Which leveled commitment contracts de�ned by �� a� and b

satisfy the IR constraints� There are many values of � for which some a and
b exist such that the constraints are satis�ed� As in the above proof� let us
analyze contracts where � � ���� as an example� Now which values of a and
b satisfy both IR constraints� There are three qualitatively di�erent cases�

Case �� Some chance that either agent is going to decommit� In
the case where a � � there is some chance that the contractor will decommit

it may happen that ��a � �� � a�� Now �b��� a� b� � � �
b�
R ��a

��

f��a�d�a�a	R
�

��a
f��a�d�a

�

� �
b� �

��� ���a	a
�

��� ��������a�	
� If �b��� a� b� � 		� i�e� less than the maximum possible

�b�� there is some chance that the contractee will decommit this occurs if
�b � � � b�� We programmed a model of the IR constraints Equations �
and �� for this case� To make the algebra tractable constant f�a� and g�b���
versions of these IR constraint equations were used that assumed � � a � ��
and � � �b� � 		�� The corresponding decommitment penalties a and b

that satisfy the IR constraints are plotted in Figure � left� Furthermore� the
boundaries of the programmed model need to be checked� The boundaries
a � �� a � �� and �b� � 		� are plotted in Figure � left� Obviously the
constraint �b� � � is always satis�ed in this case and is thus not plotted� To
summarize� in the gray area of Figure � left� the contracts are IR for both
agents� given that the agents decommit optimally�not necessarily truthfully�

Case �� Contractor will surely not decommit� In the case where
a � �� the contractor will surely not decommit because its best possible
outside o�er is �a � �� Note that a can be arbitrarily high� The correspond�

ing �b��� a� b� � � �
b�
R ��a

��

f��a�d�a�a	R
�

��a
f��a�d�a

� � � b� i�e� the contractee decommits

��



ρ
ρ

ρ

b*(ρ, a, b) = 110

IR constraints satisfied,
contractee will surely not decommit

IR constraints satisfied,
contractor will surely not decommit

IR constraints satisfied,
either agent might decommit
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IR constraints Contractee's
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Figure �� The decommitment penalties a and b that satisfy both agents IR
constraints in the example� Right� case where either agent might decommit
�a � �� and �b��� a� b� � 		��� Middle� case where the contractor might
decommit but the contractee will not �a � �� and �b��� a� b� � 		��� Left� case
where a � �� i�e� the contractor will surely not decommit but the contractee
might�

truthfully� Now the contractor�s IR constraint becomes
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�
f�a�
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� E
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If �� b � 		�� this is equivalent to �� � E
��a� which is false� If � � �� b �

		�� this is equivalent to
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		� � �� b�� 
 

�	���


�
� 	��b� � �� b� 
 �	�����

� E
��a�
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	��

���� � b� 
 ����� � 	��b� � ���� � b� 
 ������� � ���

� ��� � b � ����

by the quadratic equation solution formula�
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Similarly� the contractee�s IR constraint becomes
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�b����a�b�
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Z �b����a�b�

�
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Z ���

�
f�a�
��d�ad�b � E
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If ��b � 		�� this is equivalent to � � E
�b� which is false� If � � ��b � 		��
this is equivalent toZ ���

��b
g�b�
�b� b�

Z ���

�
f�a�d�ad�b�

Z ��b

�
g�b�
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Z ���

�
f�a�d�ad�b � E
�b�
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�� b�


�
� � � b�b�� 
 	�� � �� b�� 
 	���

� ��

� b � approximately ����� or b � approximately �����

by the quadratic equation solution formula� The latter violates �� b � 		��
Put together� the open region ��� � b � ������ a � � is where this type of

contracts are IR for both agents�given that the agents decommit optimally
not necessarily truthfully�� This region is colored gray in Figure � right�

Case �� Contractee will surely not decommit� If b is so high that
�b��� a� b� � 		�� the contractee will surely not decommit� Now the contractor
will decommit whenever ��a�a � ��� �a � ��a� Let us de�ne �a� � ��a�
The contractor�s IR constraint becomesZ �b����a�b�

��

g�b�

Z �a�

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a�
f�a�
���d�a�d�b � E
��a�

�
Z ���
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�
Z ��a

�
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��a� a�d�a�

Z ���

��a
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���d�a � ���

If a � �� this is equivalent to �� � ��� which is false� If � � a � �� this is
equivalent to
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Z ��a
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��a
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�
� �� a��a�� � 	�� � �� a�� 
 ���� � ���

� a � approximately ���	� or a � approximately �����
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by the quadratic equation solution formula� The latter violates a � ��
Similarly� the contractee�s IR constraint becomes

Z �b����a�b�
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g�b�

Z �a�
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f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a�
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�b�

�
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�b� a�

Z ��a

�
f�a�d�a� 
��

Z ���

��a
f�a�d�a�d�b � ��

�
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� 		�a�
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f�a�d�a� 		��

Z ���

��a
f�a�d�a� � ��

� 
�� � a�
Z ��a

�
f�a�d�a� �

Z ���

��a
f�a�d�a � ��

If a � �� this is equivalent to � � �� which is false� If � � a � �� this is
equivalent to


�� � a��� a�
	

	��
� �
	�� � �� a��

	

	��
� ��

� ��� � a � ����

by the quadratic equation solution formula� Thus the open region ��� � a �

���	�� �b� � 		� is where this type of contracts are IR for both agents�given
that the agents decommit optimally not necessarily truthfully�� This region
is colored gray in Figure � middle�

In addition to the fact that leveled commitment contracts may enable
deals that are impossible using full commitment contracts� leveled commit�
ment contracts can increase the e�ciency of a deal even if a full commitment
contract were possible the reverse cannot occur because leveled commitment
contracts subsume full commitment ones��

Theorem ��� Pareto e�ciency improvement in a SEQD game�

There exist SEQD games with IR full commitment contracts where the best
full commitment contract has lower payo� to each agent than the best leveled
commitment contract �which is also thus IR��

Proof� A DOP game is equivalent to a SEQD game where all the proba�
bility mass of g�b� is on one �b� Thus the result follows from Theorem ���� �
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����� E�ect of biased asymmetric information in SEQD games

Unlike in the DOP and COBV games of Sections ��	 and ���� in SEQD games�
one agent�s expected payo� for a given contract may depend on the other
agent�s�possibly biased�beliefs� For example� the contractee�s decision of
whether to decommit depends on its belief fb�a� of the contractor�s upcoming
outside o�er�

�b��� a� b� � ��
b�

R ��a
��

fb�a�d�a
a�R
�

��a fb�a�d�a

That decommitting decision a�ects the contractor�s expected payo�� which
really is the contractor could perceive it di�erently��

�a �
Z
�

�b����a�b�
g�b�

Z
�

��

f�a�
��a� b�d�ad�b

�
Z �b����a�b�

��

g�b�

Z ��a

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

��a
f�a�
���d�a�d�b

��� Simultaneous decommitting

In our simultaneous decommitting games� both agents have to declare de�
commitment simultaneously� Again� at decommitting time� the contractor
knows its outside o�er �a but not the contractee�s outside o�er �b� Similarly�
the contractee knows its outside o�er �b but not the contractor�s outside of�
fer �a� There are two alternative types of leveled commitment contracts that
di�er on what happens if both agents decommit� In the �rst� both agents
have to pay the decommitment penalties to each other� if both decommit�
In the second� neither agent has to pay if both decommit� Figure � presents
the games induced by both of these contract types� The next two sections
analyze these alternative games in detail�

����� Both pay if both decommit SIMUDBP�

This section discusses simultaneous decommitting games where a protocol
is used where both agents have to pay the decommitting penalties if both
decommit� Such settings will be called SIMUDBP games� Figure �� Let us
de�ne the variable pb as the probability that the contractee decommits� The
value of this variable depends on f�a�� g�b�� �� a� and b� The contractor will
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Figure �� The �SIMUltaneous Decommit 
 Both Pay if both decommit
�SIMUDBP� game� The parenthesized payo�s represent the �SIMUltane

ous Decommit 
 Neither Pays if both decommit �SIMUDNP� game� The
dashed lines represent the agents	 information sets� When decommitting� the
contractor does not know the contractee	s outside o�er and vice versa� Fur

thermore� the contractor has to decide on decommitting before it has observed
the contractee	s decommitting decision �and vice versa��

decommit if

pb 
 ��a� b� a� � 	� pb���a� a� � pb 
 ��a� b� � 	� pb����

If pb � 	� this is equivalent to a � �� But we already ruled out this type of
contracts where either one of the agents gets paid for decommitting� On the
other hand� the above inequality is equivalent to

�a � ��
a

	� pb

def
� �a��� a� b��b�� when pb � 	 ��

Thus we have characterized a decommitting threshold �a� for the contrac�
tor� If the contractor�s outside o�er �a � �a�� the contractor is best o� by
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decommitting� The contractee decommits if

Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�d�a
�b� b� �

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�d�a
�b� b� a�

�

Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�d�a
�� �

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�d�a
�b� a�

If
R
�

�a����a�b��b�� f�a�d�a � �� this is equivalent to b � �� But we already ruled out
this type of contracts where either one of the agents gets paid for decommit�
ting� On the other hand� the above inequality is equivalent to

�b � ��
bR

�

�a� f�a�d�a

def
� �b��� a� b� �a�� when

Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�d�a � � ��

Now we have characterized a decommitting threshold �b� for the contractee�
If the contractee�s outside o�er �b � �b�� the contractee is best o� by decom�
mitting� The probability that the contractee will decommit is

pb �
Z
�

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�d�b ��

Condition � states the contractor�s best response de�ned by �a�� to the con�
tractee�s strategy that is de�ned by �b�� Condition � states the contractee�s
best response �b� to the contractor�s strategy that is de�ned by �a�� Con�
dition � uses the variable pb which is de�ned by Equation �� So together�
Equations �� �� and � de�ne the Nash equilibria of the decommitting game�

Now the contractor�s IR constraint becomes

Z
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�b����a�b��a��
g�b�
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��

f�a�
��a� b� a�d�a�
Z
�
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Z
�
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���d�a�d�b

� E
��a�

The �rst row corresponds to the contractee decommitting� while the second
corresponds to the contractee not decommitting� The second integral in each
row corresponds to the contractor decommitting� while the third integral
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corresponds to the contractor not decommitting� Using the same logic� the
contractee�s IR constraint becomes

Z
�

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�


Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
�b� b� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
�b� b�d�a�d�b

�
Z �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
��d�a�d�b � E
�b�

If �a is bounded from below� the contractor�s decommitment penalty a can
be chosen so high that the contractor�s decommitment threshold �a��� a� b��b��
becomes lower than any �a� In that case the contractor will surely not decom�
mit� Similarly� if �b is bounded from above� the contractee�s decommitment
penalty b can be chosen so high that the contractee�s decommitment thresh�
old �b��� a� b� �a�� is greater than any �b� In that case the contractee will surely
not decommit� Thus� full commitment contracts are a subset of leveled com�
mitment ones� Therefore� the former can be no better in the sense of Pareto
e�ciency or in the social welfare sense than the latter� In addition to these
arguments that state that leveled commitment contracts are never worse than
full commitment ones� the following theorem states the positive result that in
SIMUDBP games� leveled commitment contracts can enable�via increased
e�ciency�a deal that is not possible via full commitment contracts�

Theorem ��� Enabling in a SIMUDBP game� There are SIMUDBP
games �de�ned by f�a� and g�b�� where no full commitment contract satis�es
the IR constraints but where a leveled commitment contract satis�es both IR
constraints�

Proof� Let f�a� �

�
�

��� if � � �a � 	��
� otherwise

and g�b� �

�
�

���
if � � �b � 		�

� otherwise
�

No full commitment contract F satis�es both IR constraints because that
would require E
�b� � �F � E
�a� which is impossible because �� � E
�b� �
E
�a� � ��� Let us analyze a leveled commitment contract where � � �����
There are four qualitative di�erent cases�

Case �� Some chance that either agent is going to decommit� If
� � �a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� there is a nonzero probability for each agent
to decommit� The Nash equilibrium is plotted out for di�erent values of a and
b in Figure �� Note that the Nash equilibrium decommitment thresholds �a�

and �b� really do di�er from the truthful ones� Yet there exist Nash equilibria
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Figure �� The Nash equilibrium decommitment thresholds �a� and �b� of our
example SIMUDBP game for di�erent values of the decommitment penalties
a and b� The Nash equilibrium deviates from truthful decommitting� If � �
�a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� there is some chance that either agent will
decommit�

within the proper range of �a� and �b�� These Nash equilibria need not satisfy
the agents� IR constraints however�

We programmed a model of Equations �� �� and � and the IR constraints�
To make the algebra tractable constant f�a� and g�b��� versions of these
equations were used that assumed � � �a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� Therefore
the �rst task was to check the boundaries of the validity of the model� The
boundaries �a� � � and �b� � 		� are plotted in Figure �� The boundary
�a� � 	�� turns out to be the line b � �� There exists no boundary �b� � �
because �b� was always greater than zero�

After plotting the validity boundaries of the model� the curves at which
the IR constraints held with equality were plotted� see Figure �� Note that
each agent�s IR constraint induced three curves� two of which actually bound
the IR region� The third one is just a root of the IR constraint� but at
both sides of that curve� the IR constraint is satis�ed� Now� the dark gray
area of Figure � represents the values of the decommitment penalties a and
b for which the validity constraints of the programmed model and the IR
constraints are satis�ed� In other words� for any such a and b� there exists
decommitment thresholds �a� and �b� such that these form a Nash equilibrium�
and there is a nonzero probability for either agent to decommit� and each
agent has higher expected payo� with the contract than without it�
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Figure �� The gray areas are three qualitatively di�erent regions of contracts
that are IR for both agents and allow an equilibrium in the decommitting
game� In the dark gray area either agent might decommit while in the light
gray areas only one agent might decommit� The curves represent the IR
constraints and validity constraints of the programmed model that requires
� � �a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� Both agents have one curve from their IR
constraint that is just a root of the constraint but is satis�ed on both sides�

As a numeric example� pick a contract where a � �


 � ������ and b � ���
Now in Nash equilibrium� the decommitment thresholds are �a� 	 ������ and
�b� 	 ������ Figure �� The contractor�s expected payo� is approximately
������ � E
��a� � ���� and the contractee�s is approximately ����	 �

E
�b� � ��� Thus both agents� expected payo�s are higher than without the
contract� i�e� the contract is IR for both agents� This su�ces to prove the
theorem� Nevertheless� we proceed to present the other types of equilibria
that can occur in the example�

Case �� Trivial case� A contract where at least one agent will surely
decommit� i�e� �a� � 	�� or �b� � � can be IR� For such a contract to be IR for
the decommitting agent� its decommitment penalty would have to be zero�
Thus the decommitting agent gets the same payo� as without the contract�
Similarly� the other agent gets the same payo� as it would get without the
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contract� Though this contract is IR for both agents barely because it does
not increase either agent�s payo��� it is equivalent to no contract at all�
decommitment occurs and no payo� is transferred�

Case �� Contractor will surely not decommit� If �a� � �� the con�
tractor will surely not decommit� Now �b��� a� b� �a�� � �� bR

�

�a�
f��a�d�a

� �� b�

i�e� the contractee decommits truthfully� The contractor�s IR constraint
becomesZ ���

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
��a� b�d�ad�b�

Z �b����a�b��a��

�
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
���d�ad�b

� E
��a�

This is the same situation as in the case of sequential decommitting which
was discussed earlier� once it is known that the contractor will not decommit�
the contractee is best o� by decommitting truthfully� In the discussion of
sequential decommitting� the above inequality was shown to be equivalent to
��� � b � ����� Similarly� the contractee�s IR constraint becomesZ ���

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
�b� b�d�ad�b�

Z �b����a�b��a��

�
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
��d�ad�b � E
�b�

This is also same as in the case of sequential decommitting� where the above
was shown to be equivalent to b � approximately ������ Thus the open
region ��� � b � ������ �a� � � is where this type of contracts are IR for both
agents and in equilibrium� This region is colored with light gray in Figure ��

Case �� Contractee will surely not decommit� If �b� � 		�� the
contractee will surely not decommit pb � ��� Now �a��� a� b��b�� � �� a

��pb
�

��a� i�e� the contractor decommits truthfully� The contractor�s IR constraint
becomesZ �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
���d�a�d�b � E
��a�

This is the same situation as in the case of sequential decommitting which
was discussed earlier� once it is known that the contractee will not decommit�
the contractor is best o� by decommitting truthfully� In the discussion of
sequential decommitting� the above inequality was shown to be equivalent to
a � approximately ���	�� Similarly� the contractee�s IR constraint becomesZ �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
��d�a�d�b � E
�b�
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This is also same as in the case of sequential decommitting� where the above
was shown to be equivalent to ��� � a � ����� Thus the open region ��� �
a � ���	�� �b� � 		� is where this type of contracts are IR for both agents
and in equilibrium�� This region is colored with light gray in Figure �� �

In addition to the fact that leveled commitment contracts may enable
deals that are impossible using full commitment contracts� leveled commit�
ment contracts can increase the e�ciency of a deal even if a full commitment
contract were possible the reverse cannot occur because leveled commitment
contracts subsume full commitment ones��

Theorem ��� Pareto e�ciency improvement in a SIMUDBP game�

There exist SIMUDBP games with IR full commitment contracts where the
best full commitment contract has lower payo� to each agent than the best
leveled commitment contract �which is also thus IR��

Proof� A DOP game is equivalent to a SIMUDBP game where all the
probability mass of g�b� is on one �b� Speci�cally� in such a game� if the
contractee has found the contract IR� it will surely not decommit� The result
of the theorem follows from Theorem ���� �

����� E�ect of biased asymmetric information in SIMUDBP games

In SIMUDBP games�like SEQD games but unlike DOP and COBV games�
one agent�s expected payo� for a given contract may depend on the other
agent�s�possibly biased�beliefs� For example� the contractee�s decision of
whether to decommit depends on its belief fb�a� of the contractor�s upcoming
outside o�er� For example� if the contractee receives a good outside o�er�
it would decommit if it acted truthfully� But if the contractee believes�
according to fb�a��that the contractor is likely to get a good outside o�er
and decommit� then the contractee can save the decommitment penalty by
not decommitting� On the other hand� the contractee�s decommitting deci�
sion a�ects the contractor�s expected payo� because in case the contractee
decommits� the contractor�s payo� is either ��a � b or ��a � b � a� and in
case the contractee does not decommit� the contractor�s payo� is either ��
or ��a � a� Because of such dependencies� an agent�s preference order over
potential contracts may depend on the other agent�s beliefs� Therefore� in
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SIMUDBP games with asymmetric biased information� an agent may need to
counterspeculate the other agent�s beliefs in order to determine a preference
order over contracts�

����� Neither pays if both decommit SIMUDNP�

This section discusses simultaneous decommitting games where a protocol is
used where neither agent has to pay a decommitting penalty if both agents
decommit� Such settings will be called SIMUDNP games� Figure �� In a
game of this type the contractor will decommit if

pb 
 ��a� � 	� pb���a� a� � pb 
 ��a� b� � 	 � pb����

If pb � 	� this is equivalent to � � b� But we already ruled out this type of
contracts where either one of the agents gets paid for decommitting� On the
other hand� the above inequality is equivalent to

�a � � � a�
bpb

	� pb

def
� �a��� a� b��b�� when pb � 	 ��

The contractee decommits ifZ
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�d�a
�b� b� �

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�d�a
�b�

�

Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�d�a
�� �

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�d�a
�b� a�

If
R
�

�a����a�b��b�� f�a�d�a � �� this is equivalent to � � a� But we already ruled out
this type of contracts where either one of the agents gets paid for decommit�
ting� On the other hand� the above inequality is equivalent to

�b � � � b�
a
R �a����a�b��b��
��

f�a�d�aR
�

�a����a�b��b�� f�a�d�a

def
� �b��� a� b��a�� when

Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�d�a � � ��

The probability that the contractee will decommit is

pb �
Z
�

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�d�b ��

Condition � states the contractor�s best response de�ned by �a�� to the con�
tractee�s strategy that is de�ned by �b�� Condition � states the contractee�s

��



best response �b� to the contractor�s strategy that is de�ned by �a�� Con�
dition � uses the variable pb which is de�ned by Equation �� So together�
Equations �� �� and � de�ne the Nash equilibria of the decommitting game�

Now the contractor�s IR constraint becomesZ
�

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�


Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
��a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
��a� b�d�a�d�b

�
Z �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
���d�a�d�b

� E
��a�

The �rst row corresponds to the contractee decommitting� while the second
corresponds to the contractee not decommitting� The second integral in each
row corresponds to the contractor decommitting� while the third integral
corresponds to the contractor not decommitting� Using the same logic� the
contractee�s IR constraint becomesZ

�

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�


Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
�b�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
�b� b�d�a�d�b

�
Z �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
��d�a�d�b

� E
�b�

If �a is bounded from below� the contractor�s decommitment penalty a can
be chosen so high that the contractor�s decommitment threshold �a��� a� b��b��
becomes lower than �a� In that case the contractor will surely not decom�
mit� Similarly� if �b is bounded from above� the contractee�s decommitment
penalty b can be chosen so high that the contractee�s decommitment thresh�
old �b��� a� b� �a�� is greater than �b� In that case the contractee will surely not
decommit� Thus� full commitment contracts are a subset of leveled commit�
ment ones� Therefore� the former can be no better in the sense of Pareto
e�ciency or in the social welfare sense than the latter� In addition to these
arguments that state that leveled commitment contracts are never worse than
full commitment ones� the following theorem states the positive result that in
SIMUDNP games� leveled commitment contracts can enable�via increased
e�ciency�a deal that is not possible via full commitment contracts�

Theorem ��	 Enabling in a SIMUDNP game� There exist SIMUDNP
games �de�ned by f�a� and g�b�� where no full commitment contract satis�es

��



the IR constraints but where a leveled commitment contract where neither
pays a penalty if both decommit satis�es both IR constraints�

Proof� Let f�a� �

�
�

��� if � � �a � 	��
� otherwise

and g�b� �

�
�

���
if � � �b � 		�

� otherwise
�

No full commitment contract F satis�es both IR constraints because that
would require E
�b� � �F � E
�a� which is impossible because �� � E
�b� �
E
�a� � ��� Let us analyze a leveled commitment contract where � � �����
There are four qualitative di�erent cases�

Case �� Some chance that either agent is going to decommit�
If � � �a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� there is a nonzero probability for
each agent to decommit� The Nash equilibrium is plotted out for di�erent
values of a and b in Figure �� Note that the Nash equilibrium decommitment

a = ρ/2 = 26.25
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Figure �� The Nash equilibrium decommitment thresholds �a� and �b� of our
example SIMUDNP game for di�erent values of the decommitment penalties
a and b� The Nash equilibrium deviates from truthful decommitting� If � �
�a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� there is some chance that either agent will
decommit�

thresholds �a� and �b� really do di�er from the truthful ones� They also di�er
from are closer to the truthful ones than� what they were when a protocol
where both agents pay if both decommit was used� Figure �� The shapes of
the curves using these two protocols also di�er signi�cantly� Yet there exist
Nash equilibria within the proper range of �a� and �b�� These Nash equilibria
need not satisfy the agents� IR constraints however�

We programmed a model of Equations �� �� and � and the IR constraints�
To make the algebra tractable constant f�a� and g�b��� versions of these
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equations were used that assumed � � �a� � 	�� and � � �b� � 		�� Therefore
the �rst task was to check the validity boundaries of the model� The bound�
aries �a� � �� �a� � 	��� �b� � �� and �b� � 		� are plotted with bold lines in
Figure ��

a* = 0

b* = 110

Contractee
will surely
not decommit

Contractor
will surely
not decommit

20 40 60 80 100
a0

20

40

60

80

100

b

Either may
decommit

Figure �� Three qualitatively di�erent regions of contracts that are IR for
both agents and allow an equilibrium in the decommitting game� The bold
lines are the validity constraints for the programmed model that requires � �
�a� � 	��� and � � �b� � 		�� One of the constraints that slices the �either
may decommit region is just a root of a constraint� but the constraint is
satis�ed on both sides of the line� The solid lines represent the contractor	s
IR constraint from the programmed model� and the dashed lines represent the
contractee	s IR constraint� Both agents have one curve from their constraint
that is just a root of the constraint but is satis�ed on both sides�

After plotting the validity boundaries of the model� the curves at which
the IR constraints held with equality were plotted� see Figure �� Note that
each agent�s IR constraint induced three curves� two of which actually bound
the IR region� The third one is just a root of the IR constraint� but at
both sides of that curve� the IR constraint is satis�ed� Now� the dark gray
area of Figure � represents the values of the decommitment penalties a and
b for which the validity constraints of the programmed model and the IR
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constraints are satis�ed� In other words� for any such a and b� there exist
decommitment thresholds �a� and �b� such that these form a Nash equilibrium�
and there is a nonzero probability for either agent to decommit� and each
agent has higher expected payo� with the contract than without it�

As a numeric example� pick a contract where a � �



� ������ and b � ���

Now in Nash equilibrium� the decommitment thresholds are �a� 	 	����� and
�b� 	 ������ Figure �� The contractor�s expected payo� is approximately
������ � E
��a� � ���� and the contractee�s is approximately ����� �

E
�b� � ��� Thus both agents� expected payo�s are higher than without the
contract� i�e� the contract is IR for both agents� This su�ces to prove the
theorem� Nevertheless� we proceed to present the other types of equilibria
that can occur in the example�

Case �� Trivial case� A contract where one agent will surely decommit�
i�e� �a� � 	�� or �b� � � can be IR� In such cases the other agent�s dominant
strategy is to not decommit� i�e� to collect the decommitment penalty from
the �rst agent� For such a contract to be IR for the decommitting agent� its
decommitment penalty would have to be zero� Thus the decommitting agent
gets the same payo� as without the contract� Similarly� the other agent gets
the same payo� as it would get without the contract� Though this contract is
IR for both agents barely because it does not increase either agent�s payo���
it is equivalent to no contract at all� decommitment occurs and no payo� is
transferred�

Case �� Contractor will surely not decommit� If �a� � �� the con�

tractor will surely not decommit� Now �b��� a� b� �a�� � ��b�
a
R �a����a�b��b��

��

f��a�d�aR
�

�a����a�b��b��
f��a�d�a

�

�� b� i�e� the contractee decommits truthfully� Now the contractor�s IR con�
straint becomesZ ���

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
��a� b�d�ad�b�

Z �b����a�b��a��

�
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
���d�ad�b

� E
��a�

This is the same situation as in the case of sequential decommitting which
was discussed earlier� once it is known that the contractor will not decom�
mit� the contractee is best o� by decommitting truthfully� It is also same
as the situation where the simultaneous decommitment leveled commitment
protocol was used where both pay the decommitment penalties if both de�
commit� In the discussion of sequential decommitting� the above inequality
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was shown to be equivalent to ��� � b � ����� Similarly� the contractee�s IR
constraint becomesZ ���

�b����a�b��a��
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
�b� b�d�ad�b�

Z �b����a�b��a��

�
g�b�

Z ���

�
f�a�
��d�ad�b � E
�b�

This is also the same as in sequential decommitting and as with the si�
multaneous decommitment leveled commitment protocol where both pay
the decommitment penalties if both decommit� In the discussion of se�
quential decommitting� the above inequality was shown to be equivalent to
b � approximately ������ Put together� the open region ��� � b � ������
�a� � � is where this type of contracts are IR for both agents and in equilib�
rium� This region is colored with light gray in Figure ��

Case �� Contractee will surely not decommit� If �b� � 		�� the
contractee will surely not decommit pb � ��� Now �a��� a� b��b�� � � � a �
bpb
��pb

� � � a� i�e� the contractor decommits truthfully� The contractor�s IR
constraint becomesZ �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
��a� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
���d�a�d�b � E
��a�

This is the same situation as in the case of sequential decommitting which
was discussed earlier� once it is known that the contractee will not decommit�
the contractor is best o� by decommitting truthfully� It is also same as the
situation where the simultaneous decommitment leveled commitment proto�
col was used where both pay the decommitment penalties if both decommit�
In the discussion of sequential decommitting� the above inequality was shown
to be equivalent to a � approximately ���	�� Similarly� the contractee�s IR
constraint becomesZ �b����a�b��a��

��

g�b�

Z �a����a�b��b��

��

f�a�
�b� a�d�a�
Z
�

�a����a�b��b��
f�a�
��d�a�d�b � E
�b�

This is also the same as in sequential decommitting and as with the simultane�
ous decommitment leveled commitment protocol where both pay the decom�
mitment penalties if both decommit� In the discussion of sequential decom�
mitting� the above inequality was shown to be equivalent to ��� � a � �����
Put together� the open region ��� � a � ���	�� �b� � 		� is where this type
of contracts are IR for both agents and in equilibrium� This region is colored
with light gray in Figure �� �

�	



In addition to the fact that leveled commitment contracts may enable
deals that are impossible using full commitment contracts� leveled commit�
ment contracts can increase the e�ciency of a deal even if a full commitment
contract were possible the reverse cannot occur because leveled commitment
contracts subsume full commitment ones��

Theorem ��
 Pareto e�ciency improvement in a SIMUDNP game�

There exist SIMUDNP games with IR full commitment contracts where the
best full commitment contract has lower payo� to each agent than the best
leveled commitment contract �which is also thus IR��

Proof� A DOP game is equivalent to a SIMUDNP game where all the
probability mass of g�b� is on one �b� Speci�cally� in such a game� if the
contractee has found the contract IR� it will surely not decommit� The result
of the theorem follows from Theorem ���� �

����� E�ect of biased asymmetric information in SIMUDNP games

In SIMUDNP games�like SIMUDBP and SEQD games but unlike DOP
and COBV games�one agent�s expected payo� for a given contract may
depend on the other agent�s�possibly biased�beliefs� For example� the
contractee�s decision of whether to decommit depends on its belief fb�a�
of the contractor�s upcoming outside o�er� For example� if the contractee
receives a good outside o�er� it would decommit if it acted truthfully� But
if the contractee believes�according to fb�a��that the contractor is likely
to get a good outside o�er and decommit� then the contractee can save
the decommitment penalty by not decommitting� On the other hand� the
contractee�s decommitting decision a�ects the contractor�s expected payo�
because in case the contractee decommits� the contractor�s payo� is either
��a�b or ��a� and in case the contractee does not decommit� the contractor�s
payo� is either �� or ��a � a� Because of such dependencies� an agent�s
preference order over potential contracts may depend on the other agent�s
beliefs� Therefore� in SIMUDNP games with biased asymmetric information�
an agent may need to counterspeculate the other agent�s beliefs in order to
determine a preference order over contracts�
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� Practical prescriptions for system builders

The results from the above canonical games suggest that it is worthwhile from
a contract enabling and a contract Pareto improving perspective to incorpo�
rate the decommitment mechanism into automated contracting protocols�
The decommitment penalties are best chosen by the agents dynamically at
contract time as opposed to statically in the protocol� This allows the tuning
of the penalties not only to speci�c negotiation situations and environmental
uncertainties� but also to speci�c belief structures of the agents�

The proposed decommitment mechanism allows an agent to decommit
based on local reasoning� no negotiation is necessary at decommitment time�
The contracts in this mechanism are simpler than traditional contingency
contracts that require�in the worst case�the speci�cation of the contract�s
alternative obligations for all alternative worlds induced by alternative re�
alizations of combinations of future events� Furthermore� the proposed de�
commitment method does not require an event veri�cation mechanism like
contingency contracts do�

In the presented instance of the simultaneous decommitting game� the
Nash equilibrium decommitting strategies were closer to truthful ones when
a protocol was used where neither pays if both decommit SIMUDNP� than
when a protocol was used where both pay if both decommit SIMUDBP��
This suggests using the former protocol in practical systems� It also mini�
mizes the number of payment transfers because it does not require any such
transfer if both decommit�

In asynchronous negotiation systems� the judging of decommitment deci�
sions can be implemented as follows� To decommit� an agent just sends a de�
commit message� To not decommit� an agent sends a no�decommit message�
When both agents have sent and received one of these messages� payment
transfer can take place� This method is non�manipulative� An agent cannot
send a no�decommit message which would be desirable after having received
a decommit message from another agent� after having sent a decommit mes�
sage� This is because the other agent would receive two messages and know
that the former agent is manipulating the system�

In a web of multiple mutual contracts among multiple agents� classical
full commitment contracts induce one negotiation focus consisting of the
obligations of the contracts� Under the protocol proposed in this paper� there
are multiple such foci� and any agent involved in a contract can swap from
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one such focus to another by decommitting from a contract�by paying the
decommitment penalty� It may happen that one such swap makes it bene�cial
for another agent to decommit from another contract and so on� To avoid
loops of decommitting and recommitting in practise� recommitting can be
disabled� This can be implemented by choosing a protocol that speci�es that
if a contract o�er is accepted and later either agent decommits� the original
o�er becomes void�as opposed to staying valid according to its original
deadline that may not have been reached at the time of decommitment�

Even though two agents cannot explicitly recommit to a contract� it is
hard to specify and monitor in a protocol that they will not make another
contract with an identical content� This gives rise to the possibility of the
equivalent of useless decommit�recommit loops� Such loops can be avoided
by a mechanism where the decommitment penalties increase with time real�
time or number of domain events or negotiation events�� This allows a low
commitment negotiation focus to be moved in the joint search space while
still making the contracts meaningful by some level of commitment� The
increasing level of commitment causes the agents to not backtrack very deeply
in the negotiations� which can also save computation�

The initially low commitment to contracts can also be used as a mecha�
nism to facilitate linking of deals� Often� there is no contract over a single
item that is bene�cial� but a combination of contracts among two agents
would be 
	�� ���� Even if explicit clustering of issues into contracts 
	�� ���
is not used� an agent can agree to an initially unbene�cial low commitment
contract in anticipation of synergic future contracts from the other agent
that will make the �rst contract bene�cial 
���� If no such contracts appear�
the agent can decommit� In a similar way the initially low commitment to
contracts can be used as a mechanism to facilitate contracts among more
than two agents� Even without explicit multiagent contract protocols 
����
multiagent contracts can be implemented by one agent agreeing to an ini�
tially unbene�cial low commitment contract in anticipation of synergic future
contracts from third parties that will make the �rst contract bene�cial 
����
Again� if no such contracts appear� the agent can decommit�

In many practical automated contracting settings� agents are bounded
rational�for example because limited computation resources bound their
capability to solve combinatorially complex problems 
��� ��� �	� 	��� The
very fact that an agent�s computation is bounded induces uncertainty� For
example� the value of a contract may only be probabilistically known to the
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agent at contract time� The leveled commitment contracting protocol allows
the agent to continue deliberation regarding the value of the contract after
the contract is made� If the value of the contract turns out to be lower than
expected� the agent can decommit� On the other hand� a leveled commitment
contracting protocol where the decommitment penalties increase quickly in
time may be appropriate with bounded rational agents so that the agents
do not need to consider the combinatorial number of possible future worlds
where alternative combinations of decommitments have occurred 
����

� Conclusions and future research

A decommitment mechanism was presented for automated contracting proto�
cols that�somewhat surprisingly�allows the agents to accommodate future
events more pro�tably than traditional full commitment contracts� Each
contract speci�es a decommitment penalty for both agents involved� To de�
commit� an agent just pays that penalty to the other agent� This mechanism
is better suited for complex computerized contracting settings than contin�
gency contracts� potentially combinatorial and hard to anticipate contingen�
cies need not be considered� no event veri�cation mechanism is necessary�
and decommitting can be decided based on local ex post� deliberation� The
method was analyzed using a normative approach� given the protocol� what
is the strategy that each self�interested payo� maximizing agent is best o�
choosing� and then what are the social outcomes using those strategies� The
game�theoretic analysis of the decommitting games handled the possibility
that agents decommit manipulatively� an agent tries to avoid the decommit�
ment penalty in case it believes that there is a high probability that it will be
freed from the contract�s obligations due to the other agent decommitting�

In all of the games studied� full commitment contracts turn out to be a
subset of leveled commitment ones� A full commitment contract can be em�
ulated by setting the decommitment penalties su�ciently high� Therefore�
full commitment protocols cannot be better than leveled commitment ones
in the sense of Pareto e�ciency or social welfare maximization� Neither can
they enable a deal that is impossible�based on individual rationality�using
a leveled commitment contract� In game types where no opportunities out�
standing outside o�ers� become void between the contracting and the decom�
mitting time game types DOP� SEQD� SIMUDBP� and SIMUDNP�� there
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are instances where the new protocol enables contracts that are impossible
not individually rational to the agents� using full commitment contracts� and
improves Pareto e�ciency� Obviously one can also construct game instances
where the null deal is so pro�table to both agents that no contract�even
a leveled commitment one�is individually rational to the agents� In the
COBV game where one agent loses an opportunity outstanding outside of�
fer� by agreeing to a contract� a leveled commitment contract can enable a
deal or Pareto improve a deal over a full commitment contract only if that
agent�s fall�back payo� is su�ciently high�

In the DOP and COBV games where only one agent�s future outside o�er
involves uncertainty� the agent with a certain outside o�er prefers to not de�
commit if the contract is originally individually rational to it� Thus only one
agent may want to decommit� In these games� an agent�s payo� to a contract
is una�ected by the other agent�s beliefs� Thus also the preference order over
contracts is una�ected by the other agent�s possibly biased beliefs� It follows
that an agent need not counterspeculate its negotiation partner�s beliefs� and
that an agent cannot incur a loss due to the other agent�s erroneous beliefs�
On the other hand� in the SEQD� SIMUDBP� and SIMUDNP games where
both agents� future outside o�ers involve uncertainty� an agent�s payo� to a
contract may depend on the negotiation partner�s possibly biased beliefs�

Extensions of this research include studying more closely the best pace
to increase the decommitment penalties with time or with occurring events�
A normative theory relating the performance pro�les of the algorithms of
bounded rational agents to the issues of this paper is also desirable� We have
already taken initial steps towards relating the performance pro�les and opti�
mal negotiation actions in a coalition formation problem 
��� �	�� Finally� the
relationship between leveled commitment contracting and explicit contracts
among more than two agents should be studied in more detail�
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